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CALL TO ORDER: The meeting was called to order at 3:05 p.m. by Senate President LeFavi. Please see Appendix A for a roster of attendees.

I. Approval of the Minutes of Faculty Senate October 18, 2010, meeting. Those minutes are posted for viewing on the University Faculty Senate website.

II. Committee Reports: Representatives from each committee presented brief summarizations of their actions to date this academic year, including election of Committee Chairs.

OLD BUSINESS:

III. Report by Dr. Plaspohl on tobacco-free campus initiatives.

IV. Bryan Riemann moved to the floor the Smoke-free Campus resolution, which originated at the October 18, 2010 Senate meeting. Rhonda Bevis seconded the motion. The resolution was amended and passed. (Appendix B)

V. Report on the Faculty Welfare Committee’s results and open-ended responses from the summer survey.

VI. Jason Beck moved to the floor the Summer Course Offering and Compensation Resolution; Bryan Reimann seconded the motion. Rick McGrath presented the resolution. The resolution was amended and passed. (Appendix C)

VII. Interim VPAA Thompson and President Bleicken recommended changes to the University System of Georgia Core Student Learning Outcomes proposal from the October 18, 2010 Senate meeting. These changes are attached in Appendix D. Teresa Winterhalter moved an amendment to Learning Goal for Area C with: “Students will critically analyze the meanings of texts or works of art or music.” Both changes from the VPAA’s office, with the amendment from the floor, passed.

VIII. Vann Scott moved to the floor the Intellectual Integrity Resolution (Appendix E), which originated in “Actions in Conflict with Discipline” at
the October 18, 2010 meeting. Jack Simmons presented the resolution. The motion passed as submitted.

NEW BUSINESS/ACTION:

IX. University Curriculum Committee Meeting, October 20, 2010. The first item the UCC put forward to the Faculty Senate was from the College of Education, (UCC Minutes 20.10.2010 linked above I, B, 1). It was moved and seconded that the modification to ECUG 3750 be approved as submitted. The motion passed.

The second item the UCC put forward to the Faculty Senate was from the College of Liberal Arts (UCC Minutes 20.10.2010 linked above, III, C, 1). It was moved and seconded that ECON 1101 be created and added to Core Areas E3 and E4 as submitted. The motion passed.

The third item the UCC put forward to the Faculty Senate was also from the College of Liberal Arts (UCC Minutes 20.10.2010 linked above, III, F, 1 and F, 2). It was moved and seconded that FL 1002 be added Core Area B2 and any 2000-level foreign languages course be added to Core Area C1 as submitted. The motion passed.

The fourth item the UCC put forward to the Faculty Senate was from the College of Science and Technology (UCC Minutes 20.10.2010 linked above, IV, F, 1 and F, 2). It was moved and seconded that these items be remanded. Discussion involved the placement of PSYC 1200 into Core Area D. The motion for a remand passed.

NEW BUSINESS/INFORMATION:

X. Justification for the possible formation of an Internal Grants Review Committee was presented. Further investigation was referred to the Committee on Committees, with the charge that Chairs of the Research and Scholarship and Faculty Development Committees attend meetings on this issue.

XI. A concern regarding Armstrong’s limited access to electronic and hard copy professional publications was brought to the floor. Further investigation was referred to the Library Committee.

XII. A question regarding faculty’s need to complete monthly time cards was brought to the floor. This concern was referred to the Faculty Welfare Committee for investigation.

OTHER NEW BUSINESS:

XIII. A brief report on the Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) was presented.
XIV. The Graduate Affairs Committee submitted the list of graduate candidates for December 2010 commencement. (Appendix F)

XV. The registrar submitted the preliminary list of undergraduate candidates for December 2010 commencement. The Senate approved the list. (Appendix G)

ADJOURNMENT:
The meeting was adjourned at 5:26 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Pamela Z. Sears
Faculty Senate Secretary
Appendix A--15 November 2010, Full Faculty Senate Meeting Minutes

**Senators Present**

**College of Education**
- Linda Ann McCall
- Jackie Kim
- Greg Wimer
- Beth Childress
- Michael Mahan

**College of Health Professions**
- Robert LeFavi
- Bryan Riemann
- Laurie Bryant
- Charlotte Bates
- Floyd Josephat
- Kathy Morris
- Tonya Tyson
- Carole Massey
- Helen Taggart
- Andi Beth Mincer
- Laurie Adams
- Rhonda Bevis

**College of Liberal Arts**
- Pamela Sears
- Stephen Primatic
- Ned Rinalducci
- Daniel Skidmore-Hess
- Jason Beck
- Mike Price
- James Todesca
- Gracia Roldan
- Ana Torres
- Hans-Georg Erney
- Teresa Winterhalter

**Lane Library**
- Kate Wells

**College of Science and Technology**
- Austin Francis
- Alex Collier
- Scott Mateer
- Catherine McGowan
- Suzanne Carpenter
- Sean Eastman
- Lorrie Hoffman
- Sungkon Chang
- Vann Scott

**Senators Absent**

**College of Liberal Arts**
- Karen Hollinger

**College of Science and Technology**
- Daniel Liang
- Priya Goeser

**Guests**
- Sara Plaspohl
- Glenda Ogletree
- Bill Deaver
- Ed Strausser

**Ex-Officio Present**
- Anne Thompson, VPAA
- John Kraft, AVPAA
- Donna Brooks, CHP
- Patricia Wachholz, Dean, CoE
- Delana Nivens, CST
Smoke-Free Campus – Proposed Faculty Resolution

Whereas the faculty of Armstrong Atlantic State University is interested in supporting a healthier campus environment; and
Whereas the faculty of Armstrong Atlantic State University is supportive of student-initiated efforts to petition for a smoke-free campus; and
Whereas an increasing number of university campuses nationwide are moving towards the adoption of smoke-free campus policies; and
Whereas the harmful effects of primary and secondary exposure to smoke from the consumption of tobacco products are well documented in the literature;

Be it resolved, then:
The faculty and Senate of Armstrong Atlantic State University propose the formation of a committee of faculty, staff, and students to explore adoption of a smoke-free campus on University grounds.
Summer course offering and compensation resolution

Whereas the Faculty of Armstrong Atlantic State University are concerned about making proper academic offerings available during the summer term, and

Whereas the Faculty of Armstrong Atlantic State University recognize the budgetary issues facing the university with regard to summer term, and

Whereas the Faculty of Armstrong Atlantic State University recognize there are real indirect costs of summer employment amounting to less than eighteen percent of direct faculty compensation, and

Whereas the Faculty of Armstrong Atlantic State University wish to work under a summer compensation plan that rewards proper scheduling and minimizes conflict among faculty, departments, and colleges, and

Whereas the Faculty of Armstrong Atlantic State University recognize the differing needs and constraints faced by the various colleges, departments, and programs, and

Whereas the Faculty of Armstrong Atlantic State University wish to work under a summer compensation plan that meets the needs of the university, students, and faculty,

Be it resolved that the Faculty Senate of Armstrong Atlantic State University supports a summer compensation and course offering plan with the following characteristics:

Faculty will be paid for summer courses at a base rate of three percent per credit hour of academic year salary for a three-credit hour course, based on their spring semester monthly rate, and that pro-rated pay will not be necessary if the academic department meets its revenue requirements for cost and revenue averaging described below.

Faculty will be given the opportunity to reevaluate and possibly withdraw from teaching if any changes to compensation from 3 percent per credit hour occur after a course is scheduled.

Academic departments may offer courses that, on the basis of a departmental average, generate tuition and mandatory fee revenues that cover faculty summer teaching salary plus an indirect cost equaling twenty-three percent of faculty summer teaching salary to cover real indirect costs. (Departmental averaging)
All expenses included in the regularly state-allocated academic year budget (e.g. twelve month salaries) are excluded from all cost calculations.

The revenue calculation for the academic departments should include for each student in a class the tuition plus one-fourth of the mandatory fee. Furthermore, the tuition rate used should account for differences in undergraduate and graduate tuition rates, and should include revenue from small-section courses such as clinical, independent study, and internships that are sometimes taught gratis by individual faculty.

Profit sharing with departments, colleges, and the office of Academic Affairs is desirable to reward the departments’ contributions and to provide administrative flexibility to support critical, but low revenue, programs.

The VPAA and Deans are encouraged to negotiate special provisions for courses and programs that are academically appropriate for summer term but are incapable of meeting the terms of the cost and revenue guidelines.

And that, above all else, decisions regarding summer offerings and compensation be made in the academic best interest of the students, and the collective interest of the faculty and the university without unnecessary creation of conflict among constituencies.
MEMORANDUM

To: Dr. Linda Bleicken, President

From: Dr. Anne Thompson, Interim VPAA

Subject: Senate Action Item for USG Core Student Learning Outcomes, September 2010

Date: November 4, 2010

I have reviewed the Senate-approved USG Core Student Learning Outcomes with three of the administrators who worked on them. Based upon that conversation and information from yesterday’s Regents’ Advisory Committee on Academic Affairs meeting, I recommend that the Senate reconsider two of the SLOs.

SLO for Area B

As passed, the SLO reads, “Students will critically evaluate the relationship among ethical theories, values, and culture.”

I suggest that it be changed to: “Students will critically evaluate the relationship between ethical theories and culture.”

As it is currently written, 4 outcomes will need to be measured (three pairings of the three terms, and another with all three terms). It was clear from the original Core Curriculum Committee’s work and the advice from the workshop that only one outcome be defined.

SLO for Area C

As passed, the SLO reads, “Students will analyze the meanings of texts or works of art, or music, express ways that culture shapes values.”

I suggest that it be changed to: “Students will analyze the meanings of texts or works of art or music.”

As it is currently written, the SLO contains an extra sentence fragment that was supposed to be addressed in a previous revision but somehow was included in the SLO submission. This is an editorial change.

Rationale for Recommended Review

These Student Learning Outcomes must be approved at the BOR level. Revising the SLO for Area B will simplify measurement; the revision for the SLO for Area C is editorial. Both changes will improve our submission and chances for approval on first review by the BOR Core Curriculum Committee.
Senate Motion  
Application of Academic Freedom to University System of Georgia  
Labor Management Techniques  

Motion:  The Armstrong Atlantic State University Faculty Senate resolves that AASU faculty are exempt from participation in AASU or University System of Georgia policies that threaten their intellectual integrity.

Author's Intent:  It is my intent that this policy should protect ALL AASU faculty, not just the Economics department.  I encourage friendly motions that help achieve this goal.

For support of this position, see the 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure (http://www.magna-charta.org/pdf/1940StatementofPrinciplesonAcademicFreedomandTenure.pdf).

In particular the statement reminds faculty of two relevant issues:

1. Institutions of higher education are conducted for the common good and not to further the interest of either the individual teacher or the institution as a whole.  The common good depends upon the free search for truth and its free exposition.

2. ...As scholars and educational officers, they should remember that the public may judge their profession and their institution by their utterances. Hence they should at all times be accurate, should exercise appropriate restraint, should show respect for the opinions of others...
Graduate Candidates for December 2010 Commencement

[ College of Liberal Arts ]

Master of Arts

History
Tiffany Marie Bueno
Joseph Edward Bush
Rachel America Porter

Liberal and Professional Studies
Lisa Anne Bickley
William Hudson Edwards, Jr.

Master of Science

Criminal Justice
Stacy L. Miller
Jonathan Puhala
Deryl Mack Seckinger

[ College of Education ]

Master of Arts in Teaching

Early Childhood Education
Jana Renee’ Anderson
Maria Daniela Lee Bringman
Shermonte Carley
Lauren Fuller Chapman
Jacqueline Lindsey Cheek
Danielle Elizabeth Clary
Lauren Nicole Coughlin
Katie Keith Cowart
Shannon Marie Elder
Deborah Ann Gilyard
Annette Cecilia Guillory
Shannon Wright Hollis
Catherine Elizabeth Insley
Cheryl L. LaValley
Jennifer Kay Lino
Mary Jamison Pannell
Amy Marie Peters
Bernadette Rambharose
Jordan Elizabeth-Wood Reardon
Jill Lynn Richards
Casey Leigh Sanders
Octavia Renita Thomas  
Karen Lynn Tillman  
Victoria Bulwinkle Vermillion  
Patti Turner Victor  
Alexandra Lee Wambold  
Shannon Patrice Wood

**Middle Grades Education**

Jamie Carson Bennett  
John Gerard Bennett  
Kimberly Renee Bridges  
Brandi Jhamaia Brown  
Lance Stephen Byrd  
Linda S. Carter  
Ardell Marsena Crawford  
Rinata Daniel  
Dwaynea ShaMona Jeree Golden  
Christi A. Healan  
Nikki Nacole Hill  
Deborah Price North  
Nicola E. Outlaw  
Calandra Shunta Patterson  
Kari Lee Reardon  
Robert James Repsher  
Monzell Latisa Sheppard  
John Bennett Smith  
Keotta LaShon Taylor  
Laura Moorman Tyler  
James Brandon Wood  
Megan York

**Special Education**

Lorraine C. Orr Bowers  
Stephenie Jones Evans  
Latoya D. Glaspie-Davis  
Terence Terey Hamilton  
Timothy Titus Hill  
April Marie Knopf  
Kasey Leah Paulk  
Candace Cox Purdom  
Benjamin Lane Richey  
Gerald Drew Toney  
Kent D. Wilkinson

**Master of Education**

**Adult Education and Community Leadership**

Karlaina Denise Burns  
Kristina A. Costa
Kimberly Cutter-Williams
Beverly W. Davis
Tracy Denise Edenfield
Oluwakemi Jean Elufiede
Roquia Sarita Francis
Leslie Michelle Freeman-Smalls
Sheraill DeVohn Fresher
LaJeana Nicole Golden
Shunta Lorraine Bedford Grant
Charita Nicole Hardy
Fallon Nakeya Harris
Kenya M. Harrison
Norman Welcher Luten, Jr.
Regina Yolanda Mack
Kendra LaToya Miller
Jermaine Whirl

**Curriculum and Instruction**
Troy Anthony Brown
Gayle Marie Ergle
Noel Smith Ingram
Loren Edward Johnson
Amy Lyn Kidane
Betsy Ann Morgan
McKenzie Nicole Pickett
Nicole Yvette Wofford
Marisa Catherine Yoder

**Early Childhood Education**
Bobbie M. Anderson
Matthew S. Anderson
Stacie Nicole Archer-Pottenger
Jennifer Britton
Nivea Lashaun Butler
Cindy P. Carter
Charlotte Herrington Davis
Heather Anne Ford
Bynikini Madesseh Frazier
Jessica Ja’Nae’ Jackson
Debra Lloyd Keene
Chelsea Nicole Kimbro
Nancy Jane Godwin McGranaghan
Lucille Ann Rabusin
Anna Ingalls Roberts
Denise Brinson Rooks
Lethea Lashawn Sellers
Ashley Nicole Sentell
Darla Denise Smith  
Darlene Marie Wheeler  
Amanda Bennett Wooten  
Selena J. Yocco  

**Special Education**  
Marcia Tonya Outler

[ **College of Health Professions** ]

**Master of Health Services Administration**

- Christopher Melton Campbell  
- Derek John Chamberlain  
- Mykell Lamar Fann  
- Ifunanya Olivia Ifezulike  
- Erica Vanessa Kesler  
- Charles Xiaoshong Li  
- Jennifer Brown McGahee  
- Sabina  
- Kristen Jean Swindells  
- Binson Thomas

**Master of Public Health**

- Stacey Lynn Corbitt  
- Sarah Ann Hanson  
- Jessica Ellen Mack  
- Athena Rose Rivera

**Master of Science**

**Communication Sciences and Disorders**

- Cara Leigh Brumit  
- Kristen Schivera Smith

**Master of Science in Nursing**

- Donna R. Cochrane  
- Linda Gail Jackson-Fagan

**Master of Science in Sports Medicine**

- Ashleigh Ryan Davis-Lee  
- Dekira Tanaz Rutherford  
- William Wright Thomsen

[ **College of Science and Technology** ]

**Master of Science in Computer Science**

- Leslie Edward Sears  
- Russell Warren Smith
College of Education

Bachelor of Science in Education

Early Childhood Education
Caroline Boyd Adams
Shannon M. Ammons
Lauren Deneé Anderson
Megan E. Atkinson
Cindy Todd Blanton
Amber Marie Brandon
Jennifer Renea Brewer
Kandace Renae Brown
Lauren L. Carter
Rebecca Lee Cox
Kimberly Diane Crews
Tracy R. Crews
Bertha Sue Dixon
Amy Lynn Dode
Christy M. Efaw
Shiesha Deniese Ervin
Mindy Breann Eunice
Tiffany Frazier Fitzpatrick
Christy Sapp Flowers
Stephanie Elaine Ford
Michelle Lauren Griffin
Stephanie Blake Griffin
Jennine Patricia Griggs
Jennifer Elaine Harrell
Demetrias Williette James
Erica Vontrelle Johnson
John E. Kerfoot
Cassandra Charisse Kight
April Morgan Lawson
Jennifer Taylor Mathews
Erin Alisha McCorvey
Carla Beckham McGarrity
Lisa Ann Mercer
Hillary Nicole Miller
Jennifer Michelle Miller
Megan Elaine Murphy
Melissa Christine Oceguera
Kristy H. O'Neal
Wendy R. Page
Michelle Lee Parnell
Allynson Ashley Edwina Petty
Stephanie Faysondra Reid
Tammy Teresa Sauls
Catherine L. Scott
Junea Evette Scott
Abigail Diane Shuman
Robin Renee Sowell
Kimberly Dawn Stafford
Suzanna Erin Stevens
Jessica E. Takaki
LuGena Marie Todd
Deborah Joanna Wade
Dana Welch
Haley Christine Wells
Jamie Kaye Westberry
Jacqueline C. Williams
Kimberly R. Woodard
Brittany Dingle Youmans

**Bachelor of Science in Education**

**Health and Physical Education**

Mary Katherine Eason
Joseph Keith Hadley
Dalania Lashara Mack
Dennis Lamar Middleton
Mathew Beilman Moore
Joshua Martin Strickland
Scott Patrick Thompson
Laura Britani Wingate

**Bachelor of Science in Education**

**Middle Grades Education**

Zachry James Anderson
Ralph Emerson Baisden, III
Carrie Ellen Coleman
Bahija El Marradi
Amberlin T. Harrison
Bethany Yvonne Hogan
Benjamin Martin Lawson
Jessica Leigh Manning
Jessica Dawn Murphy
Ramey Pacleb
Brian Curtis Pruitt
Alma Renee Ruble
Carly Elizabeth Rudat
Rebecca Anne Shepherd
Candace Nichole Smith
Martha Spence
Christopher Seth Taylor
Stacy Rene Taylor
Samantha Lynn Thompson
Cynthia F. Tupper

Bachelor of Science in Education
Special Education
Ashley Nicole Cheatham
Laura Sue Grandstaff
Jessica Claire Jones
**Associate of Science in Dental Hygiene**
Tonshea S. Gibson

**Bachelor of Health Science**
Amber Marie Bell
Brittany L. Blackston
Casey Amanda Brown
Arnecia Le'Juana Coleman
Vy U. Dang
Rebecca Janelle Day
Bernadette Elise Holmes
Michelle Denise Hopkins
Shantell E. E. Johnson
Alisa Kagukina
Whitney LaCole Kimbrough
Jessica Heather LaGala
Aaron Blake Landrum
Jansen Elisabeth Lucas
Alicia Charyce Masterson
Jennifer Lynn Miles
Angela Richelle Miller
Felin William Pipkin II
Celestine Rikard-Ingram
Brian Patrick Robertson
Shanna Maria Scott
Mandy Chong Smith
Zuleika J. Trinidad
Ashlie Renae Willis
Nicola A. Wilson
Isaiah Alonzo Wright

**Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology**
Cindy Tyler Acree
Rima F. Hosh Alexander
Antojuan Asbury
Brandon Scott Baker
Marcia Karen Bean
Kylie Smith Bruner
Bianca A. Byrd
Vernon Charles
Xochitl G. Diaz
Jandra Melissa English
Amanda Evans-Halley
Lisseth M. Garcia
Sarah A.M. Gwinn
Jeri Everett Heath
Amanda Marvette Hurley
Katrina Marie Jackson
Laura Kathryn Jackson
Jennifer R. Kuykendall
Chrystal Robertson Ledbetter
Alexandra Elizabeth Martin
Leah Shane' Miller
Elba Iris Moralez
Andrea Lavrette Mrotz
Kellie Elizabeth Pease
Erin Michelle Pruett
Elisabeth Anne Reese
Sonya Walker Rivers
Angela Rene Rourk
Hope Diandra Simpson
Amanda Rian Utecht
Cara Ashley Vosgerichian
Pamala Galbreath Ward
Shakeema Niesha Warren
Alisa O'Hara White
Belinda S. White
Christy V. Young

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Claire Mikell Ault
Nicole Avendano
Kimberly Marie Baxter
Kimberly Ann Bennett
Tiffany Jennifer Blige
Erica Lynn Boyer
Kaitlyn Deborah Bullock
Kassandra Diane Butler
Cara Anne Callahan
Brin Marie Casagrande
Laurie Furlong Chase
Jacqueline Nicole Clements
Marta Angelica Cuevas
Ashley Kessler Dasher
Jessica LaToi DeCoteau
Lauren Hululani Deluze
Ashley Marie Doyle
Rhapsody Drehs
Whitney M. Duncanson-Pedevilla
Krystal Anne Fail
Schondralynn N. Flores
Dia Naté Garcia
Marcy Michelle H. Garza
Patricia A. Haselden
Tabatheia Danyelle Head
Corina Ann Hernandez
Kellie Leeann Hice
Angel Marie Jackson
Aaron P. James
Laura Michelle Jarrett
Carrie Clark Jones
Ashley Kayleena Kaake
Jennifer McKenzie Keener
Jules Quentin Kennedy
Rachel Lee Kiene
Dae Hyeon Kim
Delyla Sha-Ree Kittles
Jeanette Cherii Leggett
Debra Bowen Lessard
Suzanne Inman Lewis
Margaret P. Linville
Ashlee Lauren Lynch
Nancy Leigh Mallard
Jonte’ L. Marshall
GweNell Eulonda Mason
Tunisha Nicole Mosley
Nicole Patrice Mouton
Lindsay Nesmith
John O. Okolo
Crystal H. Paris
Courtney Rae Parker
Aria Lashonda Mitchell Payton
Heather Delores Pentecost
James S. Pettigrew, Jr.
Whitney Rae Phillips
Bailey S. Reeves
Larissa Nicole Robinson
Elizabeth Chappell Rountree
Wendy Allison Silva
Michele Lee Skirvin
Ashley Brooke Smith
Barbara T. Smith  
Brandon Marcus Smith  
Sarah M. Spencer  
Jennifer Nicole Stevens  
Jennifer Lynn Stevenson  
Laura Elizabeth Summerlin  
Besem Ayuk-Ngo Tabe  
Mary Elizabeth Stuart Ulmo  
Courtney Leigh Vechart  
Sarah Ilene Nancy Wasson  
Carl Eric Williams, Sr.  
Adam Coy Wisenbaker  
Kathryn Michelle M. Wright  

**Bachelor of Science**  
**Rehabilitation Sciences**  
Elsa Maria Baltazar  
Denniece M. Butts  
David Lewis Clay  
Daniel Wayne Erickson  
Nina Michelle Hernandez  
Anthony William Huggins  
Aleesia Danielle Jackson  
Amber Leah McGee  
Tracey Ann Sandnes  
Lonny Kyle Whittley  

**Bachelor of Science in Radiologic Sciences**  
Jessica Lauren Kosciuk Abel  
Jodi Michelle Bennett  
Cynthia Renee' Brown  
Thomas L. Doolan  
Brittany Bashlor Edge  
Anthony Donté Freeman  
EmilioRené Garcia  
Amanda E. Gilbert  
Lisa L. Hulslander  
Holly Danielle Johns
**Departmental Report**

December Graduation, 2010

**Respiratory Therapy |**

*Bachelor of Science*

*Respiratory Therapy*

Jillian Reed Coble  
Rachael Yvonne Garrison  
Linh V. Nguyen  
Regina R. Price  
Kanika Sams-Johnson

**College of Liberal Arts**

*Bachelor of Arts*

*Art*

Andrea Elizabeth Carter  
Chelsea Ackland Dye

*Music*

Ryan David Burd  
William Clayton Sowell  
Jason M. Ussery

*Theatre*

Jonas D. Boyd  
Bruce Edward Carr  
Whitney Marie Chappell  
Mary Elaine Eaddy  
Samantha J. Farley  
Travis Williams Seignious

*Bachelor of Fine Arts*

*Visual Arts*

Jessica Ann Anderson  
Amanda Nicole Bliton  
Benjamin Kyle Brown  
Brittani Michelle Byers  
Hayley Marie Colsen  
Shylah Renee Cushman  
Jing Gessler  
Marina Nikolaeva Marinova  
Sarah Beth Tootle  
Emily Marie Wynn

*Bachelor of Science*
Art Education
Britney Lynne Compton
Kallie Renee Edwards
Michelle Leigh Gray
Carolyn Jane Norwood
Lacey Denise Toole

Bachelor of Arts

Law and Society
Bryan Richard Hollis

Political Science
Amir M. Adane
Kathryn Elizabeth Helmly
Paul Michael Kauffman
Josiah David Kimbal
Jana C. Pascual
Christopher David Sandbach
Patrick Michael Stephens
Lewis Judson Tate

Bachelor of Science

Criminal Justice
Shakina M. Alexander
David Shaun Culpepper
Dana Elkins
Jacqueline Nicole Fisher
William L. Fisher, Jr.
Kristy Dawn Golden
Shayla Angelica Grady
Debreka Deshund Hall
Kristin Denise Hardy
Tina Tanika Jarrett
Malicia Vette Johnson
Shawn Michael King
Russell Allan Klee, Jr.
Victoria Clarissia Lee
Tiffany Dawn Lemery
Terry Lynn Marshall
Larry Earl Phillmon
Jase Jermaine Register
Heather L. Savage
Holton Franklin Saxon
Amanda Marta Celeste Stephens
Tujuana M. Williams
Teri Denise Willis
Dylan Askew Wynn
Bachelor of Arts

Economics
- Joshua Lee Alexander
- Luis Carlos Atencio
- Marquise Bartell DuVall
- Vanessa E.C. Groover
- Jose Eduardo Paniagua
- Lindsey Mark Teets
- Kelli Jolene Walsh

Bachelor of Arts

History
- Jeremy K. Baggett
- Angela Gayle Brazell
- Wesley Stephen Colson
- Gina Inge Donovan
- Alexandra N. Farrugia
- Adam Seth Geigerman
- Sarah Hackney
- Sharon LeeAnn Hunter
- Mark Warren Mansfield
- Morgan Jackson Minchey IV
- John Adam Royce Oliver
- Allison Elizabeth Raines
- Kayley Alyss Ralton
- Bridget Ann Tangorre-Randash
- Serena Marie Whittikki

Bachelor of Arts

English
- Deja Nicole Adams
- Lindsey Alexandra Arcand
- Kari Deich Arflin
- Lorna M. Balser
- Caroline Marie Bond
- Jakea Iesha Campfield
- Olga Mariela Cisneros
- Britney Lynne Compton
- Kimberly Lynn Davies
- Brittney Melinda Griffeth
- Malaya Martinique Kight
- Travis Reis MacMillan
- Brandon Nelson McCoy
Jessica Noelle McIntyre
Emily Rae Murphy
Allyson Renee Pratt
Emily E. Rauers
Margo Nicole Rose
Tegan Alethea Simmons
Tiffany Sherrie Thornton
Lauren Marianne Ward
Carol Anne Yarley

**Gender and Women's Studies**
Sara Melinda Lyle

**Spanish**
Jeffrey Wayne Fortson
William Michael Lake
Elena Tillán Santamariá
Angel Lovelle Scott

**Associate of Arts**
Alfredo Antonio Barrantes
Jill Lynn Burchett
Amber Constance Cand
John Jay Cupples
Robert Chris Dickensheets
Shayla Carmel Edgell
Bryan Samuel Fleming
Jennifer Lee Gilmour
Sydney Louise Gosseck
Michael Thomas Grant II
Debreka Deshund Hall
Heather Ann Heintzman
Patricia D. Hewitt
Jo-Anna K. Hint
Kimberly Nicole Inman
Crystal René Jones
Sibylle Lee
Lauren Jean Lutz
Nicole Patrice Mouton
Monique Renee Myers
Leah Danielle Norwood
Jessica Andell Parker
Lydia E. Quintero
Kathryn Nicole Schulz
Dustin Ryan Walden
Rebecca Lynn Wolfe
T'Èra Wolfe
T'Èra Wynn
Bachelor of Liberal Studies

Deborah Logan Abruzzio
Diane Celeste Blaylock
Sharmon M. Brannen
Sonya Florence Brown
Courtney Elizabeth Buckner
Tina Louise Burns
Tiesha E. Cobin-Owens
Amy Elizabeth Covington
Alana L. Croft
Hai Hoang Dang
Ruth Elizabeth Davis
Tierra Danielle Deal
Emily Ann Dean
Ryan Stewart Duffy
Ashley Erica Durden
Robert Lewis Edenfield III
Elizabeth Free-Maner
Jennifer Lee Gilmour
Robert Demondeé Grant
Jess Eugene Hall
Brandi Joi Hebron
Jessica Lynn Hodnett
Lindsey Mykael Holmes
Serge K. Hutton
Shawndra M. Kolbeck
Lisa Marie Loyd
Sharon Lillian Marshall
Jennifer Duprez Mincey
Damita Hodges Mitchell
Mary Linda Mitchell
Brian Moultrie
Donald W. Murray
Jeremiah 29: 11-13 Ornelas
Becky Driggers Overstreet
David Alan Patterson
Joseph Warren Peny, Jr.
Chatonna Lynn Powell
Latasha L. Pryor
Daniel Chesley Everett Royals
Liz Marie Rodriguez Santiago
Ronald A. Scherba
LaToya Denise Scott
Vanity Octavia Griffin Shuman
Russell Franklin Smith
Casey R. Soltys
Leah Belcher Tabler
Charmaine T. Thomas
Lisa Durden Wilson
Sarah Jane Zeigler

**College of Science and Technology**

**Bachelor of Science**

**Biology**
Christine H. Anderson
Gregory Edward Barbier
Jami R. Beaver
Ronald A. Bowe
LeeAnne Marie Brooks
Jessica Anne Broyles
Beth Ann Budden
Tiffany Marie Burgess
Michelle Alexandra Calvo
Christopher A. Clayton
Rachel Kathryn Deffendall
Latara Janae Edwards
Kirstin Marann Elmore
Roger Bachara Haddad
Carrie Virgina Allmond Hall
Daniel Howard Hall, Jr.
Skye Danielle Holcomb
Sarah Elizabeth Holten
Jennifer Vileain Jones
Hannah Elizabeth McKay
NgocLinh Minh Ngo
Dung Tan Nguyen
Andrea A. Orrego All
Dhara Rameshbhai Patel
Rebecca Marie Redko
Chad Leroy Roberts
Allison Casey Rollins
Amanda Hester Soeffner
Jeffrey Whiteman Stanislaw
Ulrike Umbehr
Kristen Michele Vining
Steven T. Weir
Carly Rebecca Winters

**Bachelor of Arts**

**Chemistry**
Cierra Lane' Boyd

**Bachelor of Science**

**Applied Physics**
Kaye A. Archer

**Chemistry**
Ryan Andrew Calton
Boris Makhinson
Marie Ann Priest
Trever Jonathan Todd

---

**Bachelor of Science**

**Computer Science**
Kyle P. Burton
Frank Cheng
Lyudmyla Chernyshova
Gabriel Jacob Loewen
Sharif M. Salih
Simon F. Young

---

**Bachelor of Information Technology**
Jason Scott Collins
Michael James Cross
LaWayne DaCosta Donya
Debra A. Haile-Mowbray
Ross Fernandez Hevener
Rashad S. Luckett
James Anthony Maree, II
Tiffany Denise Williams

---

**Bachelor of Science**

**Mathematical Sciences**
Kaye A. Archer
Ashley Lynn Cope
Jonathan David Greene
Rachel Winters Greene
Corey Jon Gronner
Venice C. Haselden III
Monica Danielle Kessler
Robert Brian Sandlin
Henry Eschol Sharpe II
Matthew Emilyn Williams
Bachelor of Arts

Psychology
Melissa Gail Ballard
William Paul Flantos
Keith George Green
Senoria LaShae Hester
Andrea DeVonne Holloway
Sontavious Tashon Justice
Brooke Dixon Meeks
Elizabeth A. Ross
Rachel Elyse Wall
Juli Anne Windsor

Bachelor of Science

Psychology
Megan Nicole Brannen
Amanda Kathleen Herring
Lydia Kate Higgins
Vanessa Lauren Kenny
Lisa M. Pierce
Jessica Leigh Prokop-Wagner
Cheri A. Rivera
Leslie A. Rodriguez
Nancy Lynn Rose